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Texture development in direct powder deposition

O. Nenadl, V. Ocel�ık,a) and J. Th. M. De Hosson
Department of Applied Physics, Materials Innovation Institute and Zernike Institute for Advanced Materials,
University of Groningen, Nijenborgh 4, Groningen 9474 AG, The Netherlands

(Received 28 November 2016; accepted for publication 28 September 2017; published 23 October

2017)

A simple, versatile, and qualitative guide for the prediction interpretation of texture development in

coatings and three dimensional objects formed by direct powder deposition is presented. The

texture predictions are based on the direction of crystal growth during solidification based on both

existing experimental evidence and theoretical understanding of the role of solid-liquid interface

during solidification following laser melting of a material. The predictions are confirmed experi-

mentally by electron back-scatter observations. VC 2017 Laser Institute of America.

https://doi.org/10.2351/1.5007944
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thick protective coatings can be applied to metals via a

direct deposition of a powder and a simultaneous laser appli-

cation. The technique, also referred to as laser cladding,1,2

is based on simultaneous melting of the substrate and the

powder while scanning the substrate surface, resulting in the

deposition of a single track. A coating can then be achieved

via an overlap of individual tracks.

Single clad layers have a typical thickness ranging

between 0.5 and 2 mm. Thicker coatings or 3D objects can be

easily produced by building additional layers on top of the

original. The technique leads to high quality coatings with a

metallurgical bond with the substrate and with minimal heat

input into the work piece.3 Furthermore, it offers the possibil-

ity to deposit layers with superior properties on inexpensive

substrate as well as to selectively repair or deposit layers of

an arbitrary shape or thickness. In comparison with welding it

has a low energy input into the substrate and leads to less

distortion of the whole workpiece. Detailed descriptions of

the laser cladding process and its main characteristics have

been reported previously. For reviews, reference is made to

De Hosson et al.,4 Toyserkani et al.,1 and Ion5 which also

gives an overview of selective laser melting and direct laser

deposition.

Laser beam deposition is a very highly rapid and local-

ized process which takes place between a powder, clad mate-

rial, and a solid substrate.3 The last two decades have seen

an intensive study of the processing conditions leading to the

conclusion that laser cladding is, in general, a very robust

process. Laser cladding via powder injection technique is

mainly controlled by the following processing parameters:

laser power P, laser beam scanning speed S, and powder

feed rate F (and their combinations) together with displace-

ment between successive tracks.3,6–8 Characteristic feature

of the laser cladding process is a rapid solidification in the

surface layer. Furthermore, coatings formed by cooling rates

higher than 103 K s�1 show, under some experimental condi-

tions, very fine, nonequilibrium or even amorphous micro-

structures. The possibility to form laser clad coatings at high

processing speeds and cooling rates has emerged due to

developments in high power lasers with power exceeding

5–10 kW.9 Nevertheless, the relationships between process-

ing parameters and the final microstructure as well as proper-

ties of laser clad coatings are almost elusive,10–16 as these

studies were mainly focused on the relationships between

processing speed, (secondary) dendrite spacing, hardness,

and wear resistance of Co-based alloys. The orientation

imaging microscopy (OIM) technique,17 which combines the

advantages of scanning electron microscopy with informa-

tion about the crystal/grain orientation, is an effective

method for the study of complex microstructures formed

during solidification after laser processing.12–14,18–25

As the laser beam scans the surface of the substrate the

resulting melt pool solidifies rapidly. The molten area lags

slightly behind the laser beam mainly in the center. There is

more surface area at the sides due to larger solid-liquid inter-

face. Thus, the resulting melt pool adopts a shape that mini-

mizes surface energy, Fig. 1(A). The complete geometry of

the melt pool is determined by convection, surface tension,

and buoyancy as well as processing speed. In particular, the

elongation of melt pool depends strongly on the velocity of

heat source and thermal conductivity of the solid material

around the melt pool. Therefore, it is more elongated for

faster heat source and for substrates with a lower thermal

conductivity.26–29

In literature, already over an extended period of time,

attempts to simulate and model direct laser beam deposition

process were made. However, due to a complexity of the

whole process and many physical phenomena involved, only

a partial success was attained so far, i.e., in modeling of a sin-

gle or just a very few processes involved. Recently, all these

approaches and current state in modeling of laser direct metal

deposition have been summarized.30 Empirical–statistical and
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analytical models were almost exclusively used until the

advent of numerical and hybrid analytical–numerical models,

refer mainly to those employing the discretization method,

over the last 10 years. From these research efforts, the models

which describe melt pool geometry, heat and mass transport,

as well as solidification process are, in particular, relevant.

Lee et al.,31 recently, studied the effect of fluid convection

on dendrite arm spacing. Values of important quantities:

temperature gradient G and solidification growth rate R at the

solidification boundary were obtained from 3D numerical

simulation. From the physical analysis of solidification pro-

cess32 these two quantities control the size and morphology

of the solidified microstructure. The ratio of G/R indicates

solidification morphology whereas G � R controls its scale.

A planar growth occurs for high G and small R, whereas

equiaxed dendritic microstructure is preferred for low G and

high R. Cellular and columnar growth modes are produced

for intermediate values of G/R and is typical for most

alloys.31,33,34 As the cooling rate (G � R) at the solidification

front increases a finer dendritic solidification microstructure

is formed. Typical cooling rates in laser deposition processing

are in the range 102 to 106 K/s. Experimental measurements

of G and R are very difficult. However, recent numerical sim-

ulations on Ni based alloys31,34 underline that variation of R
on the solidification boundary is strongly affected by its

shape. The magnitude of temperature gradient G increases

from 3.2� 102 K/mm at the surface to 1.4� 103 K/mm at the

intermediate depths and maximum cooling rate has been

found at the deepest region of the weld pool where the influ-

ence of fluid convection is less.31 A planar solidification

front has been detected to be unstable and the solidification

structure should be either cellular or dendritic during the

deposition process, which was consistent with the experi-

mental observations when dendrites dominated the solidifi-

cation structure.

The geometry of this melt pool shape is confirmed by

experimental evidence—as can be seen in Fig. 1(B). This

figure shows marks from the solidification curves of laser

remelted tracks (a few are highlighted) and also applies to

laser cladding. These marks are a result of various instabil-

ities arising from interactions inside the metal during

solidification.35

It has been previously shown that solidification is the

main driving force behind crystal orientation.1,2 If there is an

initial instability at a solid-liquid interface this instability

propagates and results in crystal growth that is perpendicular

(always perpendicular depending on speed/thermal conduc-

tivity and gradients) to the solidification front.32

The shape of the solid-liquid interface depends mainly

on the solidification path, and on the phase transformations

that may occur during cooling. As such, the main processing

parameters that determine the resulting solid-liquid interface

are: laser power, processing speed, and the type of material

used.

As the solid crystal forms on a liquid–solid interface the

crystal will grow perpendicular to the interface in the direc-

tion of the heat transport. The morphology, typically varies

as follows: at the bottom of the clad track there is a small

amount of planar growth, then in the middle columnar

dendritic growth dominates and finally at the top equiaxial

dendritic solidification takes place (depending on the temper-

ature gradient). The growth, therefore, proceeds in the easy

growth direction of the crystal, and therefore, one may

expect the grains to grow in the h0 0 1i direction for a cubic

crystal, as this is close to the direction of heat transport for

columnar dendritic solidification, which is expected to

dominate.14,18,19,21,26–29,34

Due to directional solidification, which is the result of

laser cladding, there is always some preferential texture pre-

sent in cladded materials.18,20,21,29 For a single track created,

using this technique, the texture depends on material used

and the processing conditions;15,16 for coatings formed via

overlap of individual tracks, the texture is further modified

by the extent to which the tracks are overlapped and by the

process itself.22 The microstructures observed in laser clad-

dings presented in this work will be interpreted on the basis

of theoretical results and experimental observations for single

laser deposits mentioned above. Columnar dendritic growth

is assumed in the major part of deposit, with a predominant

crystal orientation having one [100] crystallographic direction

closest to the direction of the temperature gradient.

The aim of this contribution is to utilize the knowledge

from the last 20 years relating to the laser single track forma-

tion and crystal growth during solidification. Nowadays the

electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) technique is avail-

able, which provides a powerful analytical tool for under-

standing the microstructure, while laser cladding is still a

young field of research with many ongoing developments and

industrial applications. As a result, there is often a complex

microstructure observed in these laser based depositions.

Therefore, our goal is to facilitate a guide for interpretation of

experimental microstructural observations.

This guide has been considered for cubic single phase

materials that exhibit predominantly columnar dendritic

growth. Such a type of material represents the most common

compounds used in laser based deposition.

FIG. 1. (A) Schematic of meltpool shape formed by laser beam scanning the

surface as would be seen from the laser frame of reference. (B) Laser

remelted surface in four overlapped tracks showing marks from solidifica-

tion fronts. Some of these fronts are highlighted on the photograph.
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II. GUIDE FOR INTERPRETATION OF TEXTURE IN
LASER CLADS

When depositing, multiple layers on top of a substrate

material is added in all three dimensions. Therefore, the

solidification front is an interface that is a sort of 3D surface

that propagates with time. Hence, one may consider 2D cross

sections from different frames of reference.

Since crystal growth is perpendicular to the solidification

front one may expect the grain direction and elongation to be

in the direction that is perpendicular to the solidification

front. Therefore, the grain growth in this situation is as indi-

cated in Fig. 2(A), (top view) where the propagation of the

front and grain growth are highlighted as a function of time.

As the solidification front moves with time the grains con-

tinue to grow perpendicular to the front, and therefore, result

in the grain growth direction shown.

A. Longitudinal cut of a single track

In this section, the direction of grain growth as seen in a

longitudinal cut of a laser clad track will be considered. It is

possible to see that, in this case, the application of the princi-

ple of grain growth that is perpendicular to the solidification

interface actually leads to grains growing at an angle from

the substrate due to the shape of the solidification interface.

Let us consider a laser track formed by powder deposition.

The question is how the grain growth would look like if one

cuts the laser track in its center along the direction of the track

(longitudinal direction). It is necessary to consider both the

shape of the solidification boundary and its propagation with

respect to time, Fig. 2(B). Applying the idea of grain growth

perpendicular to the solidification boundary one predicts the

grain growth for the first time segment. In this case, the situa-

tion is more complex for the same grain as the direction con-

tinuously changes due to the movement of the boundary. The

expected grain shape, therefore, resulting from this effect in a

longitudinal cut of the clad track, is shown in Fig. 2(C).

This prediction is supported by the direct experimental

evidence, as can be seen in Figs. 2(D) and 2(E), which shows

a longitudinal cut of a laser clad track, prepared at 15 mm/s,

laser power 1740 W, and powder feeding rate 15 g/min

(Eutroloy16012). The figure is an inverse pole figure (IPF)

OIM map with about 70 000 measured points. Large angle

(>5�) boundaries between grains are shown. These were

electronically constructed for two points where the change in

orientation exceeds 5�. It can be clearly seen that the grains

grow almost perpendicular to the substrate (which is at the

bottom of the figure) but with a 10� angle between the long

axis of grains and A2 axis. An inverse pole figure shows the

position of a sample direction relative to the crystal reference

FIG. 2. (A) Schematic drawing of the shape and position of solidification front in laser cladding at different time snapshots (top view) with expected grain growth

directions highlighted. (B) Longitudinal cut of the laser track with the solidification front and grain growth depicted as a function of time. (C) The resulting

expected grains (from (B)). (D) and (E) [001] IPF (D) and major axis IPF (E) maps of a longitudinal cut of a single track made at scanning speed of 15 mm/s.
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frame. Looking at the IPF map in the Fig. 2(D) one may see

the grains in longitudinal cut are strongly elongated in one

preferential direction. These elongated grains have all vari-

ous colors, which means that they have also various crystal

directions oriented toward image normal. The crystallo-

graphic direction of these elongated grains is clear from the

major axis IPF map. In this case, an ellipse is fitted into each

grain, the orientation of each grain is rotated so that the

direction parallel to the elongation direction is normal to the

sample and the texture calculated using the harmonic series

expansion approach. Thus, a normal direction [001] inverse

pole figures will show which crystal direction is aligned with

the elongation direction of the grains. It is clearly seen from

Fig. 2(E) that most of the elongated grains are red, which

according to the legend corresponds to the [001] direction.

This means that the majority of the grains are elongated in

their [001] crystallographic direction.

During solidification, nucleation takes place at the sol-

id–liquid interface. This nucleation is random; however,

only grains with the orientation h001i close to the thermal

gradient will continue growing further as larger grains.32

In this section, the explanation was given as to how the

direction of grain elongation, as seen in a longitudinal cut of

a laser clad track, depends on the spacing between “time

fronts” which is determined by the processing speed.

B. Transversal cut of a single track

In this section, the previous results will be used to develop

expectations for grain structure appearance in a transversal

cross section of a single track. The comparison of the predic-

tion with experimental results will be demonstrated.

1. Prediction

Combining the ideas described in Sec. II A one may

now consider, together with the principle of grain growth

from the solidification boundary, what to expect in a trans-

versal cut of a laser clad track, see Fig. 3. Close to the sub-

strate one expects the grains to be elongated to follow the

solidification schematics shown above, whereas, close to

the surface at the cross section, the grains look more circu-

lar, as their elongation is now out of the page, as here, the

grains follow the direction of the laser beam. The grains on

the sides grow toward the center of the track, growing in

the direction of the heat gradient, in the same way as

explained in Fig. 2(A).

Here, it is important to note that as the grains grow

slightly at an angle in the longitudinal cut one may expect the

3D orientation of the elongated axes of all the grains shown

in Fig. 3 to be slightly rotated out of page. What is observed

in reality depends strongly on how steep is the solidification

interface [Figs. 2(B) and 2(C)]. For very steep interfaces

elongated grains will be visible only close to the bottom of

the track, whereas for solidification interfaces in very long

melt pools, the area of elongated grains seen on transversal

cut would be much larger. In other words, the elongation

seen on a perpendicular cut depends on the laser scanning

speed.19

2. Experimental observation using orientation imaging
microscopy

To demonstrate this idea in real materials, OIM maps of

a single track of Co based material (Eutroloy16012) cladded

on steel substrate at a relatively high scanning speed of

15 mm/s, laser power 1750 W, and powder feeding rate 20 g/

min are presented. As Fig. 2(C) clearly demonstrates that the

grains grow at some angle (depending on the processing

speed), in a transversal cut, the [001] direction of grains will

be slightly out of page. For this reason, the data set was

rotated in EBSD software by 15� clockwise around the A1

axis and 10� counter clockwise around the A2 axis (sample

reference), Fig. 4. In this case, there is a substantial dilu-

tion—a region of original substrate that has been remelted

and mixed with the new material. The presence of dilution

does not change our assumptions, although the angle at

which grains grow might be slightly altered to follow this

modified clad-substrate interface.

The rationale for rotating a dataset can be understood

from Fig. 5 which shows two pole figure texture plots for the

same sample, where one is before rotation and the other one

after rotating 15� clockwise around the A1 axis and 10�

counter-clockwise around the A2 axis. The red regions of the

plot correspond to more common orientations; this means

that, when one of these red spots is in the middle of the pole

figure plot, then, one of the preferential orientations is

aligned with the A3 axis. So, if elongated grains grow at a

slight angle from the normal to the substrate they would be

slightly out of page in a transversal cut; however, by per-

forming this rotation the crystallographic direction with

respect to the sample will be perpendicular.

Comparing the theoretical expectation from Fig. 3 one

may notice from the inverse pole figure map (top image in

Fig. 4) that the grain elongations are indeed in the expected

directions. This is emphasized in the major axis inverse pole

figure (second image from the top in Fig. 4) which shows the

crystal orientation with respect to the major axis of a grain.

In this case, the elongated grains are mostly red meaning

that, most of them are oriented with an elongation direction

close to the growth direction of the grains. The OIM figures

were created with 340 000 measurement points. The grain

boundaries (<5�) are shown.

Furthermore, the grain shape orientation map (third

image from the top in Fig. 4) shows the deviation of the ori-

entation of the grains with respect to the normal (from the
FIG. 3. Expectation of grains shape seen in a cut of a single track transverse

to the laser beam direction.
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substrate)—which is in line with the prediction from the

inner section of Fig. 3. Finally, the predominant (within 30�)
crystal direction with respect to different sample axes is also

present. First of these shows the crystal [0 0 1] direction with

respect to the A3 sample axis, which highlights the grains

growing out of page. Most of these are in the top part of the

coating (blue color) in line with expectations from Fig. 3.

Next is the comparison with the A2 sample axis showing

that in the middle of the coating the grains grow, mostly, per-

pendicularly upward. Finally, in line with the prediction

from Fig. 3 one expects the grains on the sides of the coating

to grow at an angle toward the center on both sides, which is

confirmed by our observation from the last figure showing

the comparison for a direction between A1 and A2.

Looking at Figs. 2(A) and 2(B) one can infer that

changing the processing speed will change the spacing

between the virtual time fronts in these figures. Therefore,

let us consider a single track produced at 7.5 mm/s,

laser power 1400 W, and powder feeding rate 15 g/min

(Eutroloy16012). The resulting perpendicular cut is shown

in Fig. 6, highlighting the same information style figures

as for the previous case. Here, the dataset was rotated 30�

clockwise around the A1 axis. The OIM maps consist of

254 000 measurement points. Large angle boundaries are

again shown.

By comparing Figs. 4 and 6, it is clear that the grains on

the transversal cut are less elongated at lower processing

speeds. This phenomenon can be explained by considering

the time fronts from Fig. 2(B). At high processing speed, the

time fronts are more spaced apart, and consequently, the

grains grow more perpendicular to the substrate. At lower

processing speeds, the time fronts are closer together result-

ing in a higher angle with respect to the normal (to the sub-

strate), and so, on a transversal cut, the grains appear less

elongated. The grain growth direction also is still as pre-

dicted, which suggests that our estimates are applicable to a

range of processing windows.

C. Transversal cut of a coating created by overlap

In this section, the previous considerations will be

extended for a coating formed by the overlap of individual

tracks and see how the amount of overlap plays an impor-

tant role on the final orientation of grains. The basic idea

is that via overlap there is a remelting of a section of the

FIG. 4. EBSD maps of a perpendicular cross-section of a single track formed

at 15 mm/s. From top to bottom: [001] IPF map, major axis IPF map, grain

shape orientation map, crystal direction [001] (A3) map, crystal direction

[010] (A2) map, crystal direction [1-10] (direction between A1 and A2) map.

FIG. 5. Explanation of data set rotation using examples of PF texture plots before (left) and after (right) rotation of 15� in –A2 and 10� in A1 resulting in can-

tering of one of the high texture regions on A3 axis.
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original track, and therefore, the grain structure is modi-

fied. Our expectations are compared to the experimental

results.

1. Prediction

When creating a coating formed by overlap of individual

tracks there is inevitably always some portion of the previous

track that is remelted in the process. This modifies the orien-

tation of elongated grain axes as the original grains are

remelted and grow again from a new solidification interface.

One may expect the grains to grow again perpendicular to

the solidification surface, which is now modified by the

presence of a previous track on the side. This results in a

grain structure where the overlapped region of the track

adopts a new grain orientation, Fig. 7(A).

2. Experimental comparison

For this experimental comparison, it is useful to consider

coatings created via both low and high overlap percentage of

single tracks. As discussed above, an overall preferred direc-

tion for the grain growth is expected. This should be some-

what evident for low overlap coatings and highly

pronounced for high overlap.

FIG. 6. EBSD maps of a perpendicular cross-section of a single track formed at 7.5 mm/s. From top to bottom: [001] IPF map, major axis IPF map, grain shape

orientation map.
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First, let us consider a coating with a 20% overlap ratio

(20% of the original track is overlapped by a new one). The

samples were prepared with stainless steel H€ogan€as 3533-00

powder deposited with scanning speed 5 mm/s, laser power

1000 W, and powder feeding rate 7.2 g/min. In Fig. 7(B)

OIM maps created with 352 000 measurement points with a

segment of the coating spanning two tracks are shown. It can

be seen clearly from the figure that in the later part of the

track there is a change of the direction of elongated grains

axes due to remelting originating from the new track in line

with the prediction from Fig. 7(A). The change of orientation

as well as prevailing orientation is in particular clear from

the crystal direction plot. One may also consider the crystal

direction, which has been plotted with respect to the A2 sam-

ple axis, where it is seen that most of the grains grow perpen-

dicular along this axis from the substrate interface in the

original track and in the later part of the new track.

Higher overlap such as 60% results in majority of the

original track being remelted. In fact, at overlaps higher than

50%, multiple remelted tracks are expected on top of each

other in a transversal cross section—this can be seen clearly

in Figs. 7(D)–7(F) (same processing parameters and material

as in 20% overlap case). Therefore, a clear preferential direc-

tion of grain growth is expected for the whole coating. It can

be clearly seen from the EBSD maps in Fig. 7(E) and 7(F)

that this is indeed the case. One may see from the crystal

direction with respect to the A2 axis that there now exists a

clear preferential direction that the majority of the elongated

grains now adopt. The data set was rotated 15� counter clock-

wise around the A3 axis. The OIM plots were collected with

574 000 measurement points, and the large angle grain

boundaries are shown again. In this example, there is also an

evidence of nucleation at track interfaces, which can be seen

from a large number of very small grains at these interfaces.

Competition in grain growth, however, prefers grains with

orientation [001] along the thermal gradient. This then results

in some grains growing epitaxially from one track to the next

one, which, in turn, results in an even stronger texture inside

the layer formed by the overlap. For this reason it is expected

that overlap has a very strong effect on the final texture.

The effect of overlap and subsequent laser remelting on

the crystal direction can be more easily seen from Fig. 8,

which shows a plot of the fraction of grains that grow per-

pendicular to the solidification interface within a 30� toler-

ance. In this plot, single track measurements are shown for

different processing speeds and also measurements from a

coating created by overlap. There appears to be some small

overall trend for an increase in overall preferential crystal

direction for single tracks, where the processing speed is

increasing. This effect is not very significant. At lower proc-

essing speeds, the grain growth direction is less pronounced

(as seen from transversal cut), and therefore, the crystal

direction measurement is more random. At 15 mm/s there is,

however, a clear increase in the fraction, which follows the

fact that there is a more predominant grain orientation in the

transversal cut due to a clearer grain elongation. The coating

formed by overlap was formed at 5 mm/s. Nevertheless,

there is a very clear increase in the overall crystal direction

fraction with respect to a single track. This suggests that

overlap has a stronger effect on texture than processing

speed due to remelting and subsequent preferential crystal

direction.

FIG. 7. (A) Basic idea of grain orientation modification by overlap. (B) and (C) Perpendicular cross section EBSD maps for coating with 20% overlap created

with a scanning speed of 5 mm/s. From top to bottom: [001] IPF map, crystal direction h001i jj [010] map. (D) Basic idea of grain orientation modification for

high overlap. (E) and (F) Perpendicular cross section EBSD maps for coating with 60% overlap created with a scanning speed of 5 mm/s. From top to bottom:

[001] IPF, crystal direction h001i jj [010] map.
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It has been shown that overlap plays an important role

on the final grain orientation found in a coating due to

remelting, and therefore, a complete texture of the whole

coating is strongly modified.

D. Longitudinal cut of a coating created by overlap

In this section a longitudinal cross section will be con-

sidered again, but this time of a whole coating, created by

overlap. By comparing directly with transversal cuts it can

be easily understood what the expectation is for a whole

grain structure in three dimensions.

1. Prediction

In a longitudinal cut where there is also overlap of tracks

one may expect to see grains growing in one direction in the

lower part of the cut (original track), based on the original

orientation and in the direction out of page in the upper part

(overlapped track). This can be understood when looking at

transversal cut where the grains in the original track grow

from the substrate upward and then perpendicularly from the

interface between tracks, which then have an orientation

shifted to the side in the upper section. In the longitudinal

cut, the lower grains will still look the same but the upper

ones will be out of page, Figs. 9(A) and 9(B).

2. Experimental comparison

Figure 9(C) shows a transverse cross-section of the coat-

ing with highlighted segments in which longitudinal cuts

were also made as an inverse pole figure. The cladding was

done at 15 mm/s, laser power 1740 W, and powder feeding

rate 15 g/min (Eutroloy16012) and 33% overlap.

It is clear that the half of the figure closer to the substrate,

corresponding to the segment of the original track that was

not remelted, contains, mainly, elongated grains that are

slightly shifted from the vertical, as expected (Figs. 2(C)

and 10(B)). Furthermore, the sections at the top half of the

coating (left half in the longitudinal cuts) correspond to the

segment of the new track on top of the original one where the

grain direction of grain elongation is now out of the page as

can be seen from the round circular grains in the longitudinal

plots [Fig. 9(B)]. In order to see whether these plots corre-

spond well to our expectation from Fig. 9(B) let us consider a

major axis IPF, Fig. 9(D). This allows us to consider the direc-

tion of the grain elongation. Viewing the longitudinal cross-

sections for the four different locations one may focus on the

section closer to the substrate in each case (right half of the

figures) and see that the elongation of the grains is in the [0 0

1] direction in the grain reference. The OIM maps were col-

lected with approximately 80 000 measurement points.

E. Coatings with multiple layers

It is possible to easily produce thicker coatings by depos-

iting additional coating(s) on top of an existing coating. In

FIG. 8. Fraction of grains growing along the [010] sample axis (perpendicu-

lar to coating substrate interface in perpendicular cuts) for different process-

ing speeds for single tracks and for coatings 20% and 60% overlap.

FIG. 9. (A) Grain structure in a coating formed by overlap with the longitu-

dinal cut highlighted. (B) An expectation for a longitudinal cut in for the

highlighted segment. (C) Perpendicular cut of a coating created by overlap

(top) with longitudinal cuts from different segments of the coating formed at

15 mm/s scanning speed; [001] IPF maps (Ref. 19). (D) From left to right:

Longitudinal cut major axis IPF maps; the plots correspond to the longitudi-

nal [001] IPF maps shown in (C) in the same left to right order.
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this case, the grains should follow the same orientation as for

a single layer coating, with the exception that the top of the

first coating is also then remelted, Fig. 10. This, then results

in an overall stronger texture when considering the multi-

layer coating as a whole since the upper part of the previous

layer is also now remelted.

Let us consider an experimental comparison with a triple

stack coating, Fig. 11. The dataset was rotated 25� clockwise

around the A1 axis. The coating was formed with a 33%

overlap using H€ogan€as 3533–00 powder cladded at 5 mm/s

with laser power 675 W and powder feeding rate 6 g/min.

The OIM maps were collected with 140 000 measurement

points. It is in particular apparent from the grain shape orien-

tation plot that the grains again grow in the direction

predicted based on the idea of a solidification boundary.

Therefore, in this case, one may see the grains follow the

direction of the remelting interface between tracks as was

the case in the previous examples, but that the grains now

grow from layer to layer is also seen. This again follows the

same principle of grain growth perpendicularly to solidifica-

tion interface and of increased preferential direction due to

the remelting of the previous region. The main difference

from a single layer coating formed by overlap is that now an

entire top section of the previous layer has been remelted

with a modified texture instead of only a fraction.

III. TEXTURE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

It has been demonstrated how the formation of the coat-

ings via overlap of individual tracks leads to a preferential

orientation in the grain structure of the entire coating.

Furthermore, it was shown that changing the processing

speed and overlap affects the grain structure. In order to

investigate how this influences the texture a comparative

analysis of texture via pole figures will be presented. There

was no axis transformation for these plots for the purpose of

comparison.

A. Effect of overlap on texture

Based on the previous discussions of preferential grain

formation based on solidification boundary it was shown that

the preferential direction becomes more prominent at higher

overlaps. Figure 12(A) clearly highlights this showing a

much stronger texture for a coating formed by overlap with

respect to a single track reference. Furthermore, increasing

overlap results in stronger texture. The single track was

prepared with Eutroloy16012 at 1750 W and 20 gram/min

and 15 mm/s. The coatings were produced with H€ogan€as

3533-00 at 5 mm/s, laser power 1000 W, and powder feeding

rate 7.2 gram/min.

B. Effect of number of layers on texture

In the EBSD grain analysis, it was shown that while

remelting leads to a preferential grain direction in the coat-

ings formed by overlap it is indeed also the case for upper

FIG. 10. Schematic of a grain structure in multilayer coating formed by

overlap of individual tracks.

FIG. 11. Triple layer coating formed at 5 mm/s with 33% overlap; from left to right: [001] IPF map, major axis IPF map and grain shape orientation map.
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layers in multilayer coatings. For the most part the upper

layers simply repeat the situation observed in the original

single layer coating. Therefore, no big difference in texture

is expected. Looking at the texture plots in Fig. 12(B) one

could argue that the texture is slightly stronger when more

layers are there in the coating. This is expected and has to do

with the fact that the grains in the upper section of the origi-

nal coating which normally have a different orientation have

been remelted, but as one may see, this has a very minute

effect. What is observed here is that the double layer coating

has a slightly stronger texture than the triple coating. This is

against our expectation where one would assume it should

be the other way around based on previous analysis. It can,

however, be explained by considering the effect of overlap.

While the samples were prepared with the same displace-

ment between the successive tracks the final overlap depends

on the exact combination of the processing conditions,

which, in this case, was different. The actual overlap for a

double coating was, in reality, larger. Here, one may see the

effect of the overlap on texture is stronger than the effect of

additional layers. The dual and triple layers were prepared

with H€ogan€as 3533-00 powder at 5 mm/s with laser power

675 W and powder feeding rate 6 g/min.

C. Effect of processing speed on texture

Finally, it is also useful to consider whether the process-

ing speed has an effect on texture. It has been discussed that

during solidification there is a front as the laser beam scans

the surface and the material gradually solidifies while the

grains grow. Since one expects this time front to be different

depending on the speed of the laser, the grains grow slightly

differently as a result. Figure 12(C) shows that, there is a

clear change in texture based on the processing speed. The

speed plays a role on the geometrical direction of the grains.

It is expected that the combination of the processing speed

and overlap should play a significant role. The plots were

produced after cropping the single track cross-sections such

that only grains in the central part of the transversal cross-

section of a single track are considered. The processing con-

ditions were 1750 W and 20 g/min for the track cladded at

15 mm/s, 1400 W and 10 g/min for the track at 7.5 mm/s and

800 W and 3.5 g/min for the track at 2.5 mm/s. All cladding

was done using Eutroloy16012 alloy powder.

The above texture plots shown in Fig. 12 have been nor-

malized for the same intensity so that the intensities can be

compared directly. Figure 13 shows a plot of the maximum

FIG. 12. (A) Pole figure texture plots showing the effect of overlap on texture. From left to right: single track; single layer coating low overlap (20%); Single

layer coating high overlap (60%). (B) Pole figure texture plots showing the effect of multilayer coatings on texture. From left to right: single layer coating;

double layer coating; triple layer coating. (C) Pole figures showing the effect of processing speed in a single track on texture. From left to right: single track at

S ¼ 2.5 mm/s; S ¼ 7.5 mm/s and S ¼ 15 mm/s.
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texture intensities, found in the texture pole, figures in the

different examples shown. The y axis shows the texture

intensity and x axis the position of the individual measure-

ments in the same order as above. The data is grouped in

series in the same manner as in the above examples (process-

ing speed, amount of overlap, number of layers). It is clear

from this plot that the processing speed has the strongest

apparent effect on texture. Furthermore, the change in over-

lap clearly results in a stronger texture modification than

increasing the number of layers, which only results in a small

overall texture modification. In this case, it is important to

notice the aforementioned anomaly with regards to the triple

coating where the texture intensity is lower than for double

coating due to the overlap discrepancy.

Finally, the changes in the positions of the peaks in Fig.

12 are discussed. Upon closer examination, it can be con-

cluded that there are certain features which are similar from

one image to the next but with the image being rotated around

the A3 axis. The black lines in Fig. 12(C) demonstrate how

this angle changes with the processing speed. This informa-

tion gives an insight into the grain shape orientation of the

grains and the angle they make with the normal to the sub-

strate (as would be seen in a longitudinal cut). The resulting

angles are summarized in Fig. 14. It is clear from this plot that

this angle increases with decreasing processing speed, with

increased overlap, and with increased number of layers.

This study was done for cubic structures and any predic-

tions and conclusions, therefore, relate to these types of

materials. It is expected that for noncubic materials the

grains will still grow preferentially from the solidification

interface in the easy growth direction of the crystal. Due to

more complex symmetry of noncubic systems we expect the

crystallography to play a role in both grain growth direction

and grain elongation. Further study is necessary to extend

this work for noncubic materials, as well as multiphase

compounds.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution, a simple guide for the prediction of

grain orientation structure and texture for cubic materials in

coatings and deposits created by direct laser deposition is

presented. The guidelines are based on the fact of crystal

growth of cubic metals in the h0 0 1i direction from the

solidification interface in accordance with the thermal gradi-

ent. Simple predictions made for single tracks, their overlaps,

and also predictions for multilayer deposits show a good

agreement with our experimental results for both individual

tracks and complete multilayer coatings regardless of the

type of cross-sections made.

Based on the electron back-scatter diffraction experi-

mental observations from both OIM maps and texture plots,

it is concluded that laser deposits often show very strong

solidification texture influenced by particular processing

parameters. It has been observed that the following factors

result in an increased texture in the following order of

importance:

1. Increased processing speed

2. Increased overlap ratio of individual tracks during coating

formation

3. Increased number of layers in multilayer deposits
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